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ABSTRACT

The development of this project will focus on the Information and

Communication Technology (ICT), and Business Information System (BIS) department

regarding the lecturer attendance. The objective of this project is to study the current

lecturer attendance process andto automate theprocess by developing the Pre-Integrated

Time Management prototype. It is to ensure that the system satisfied the entire user

which is lecturers, head programme and students; to eliminate the redundant stage in the

current manual process and to make the business process faster and organize. The

problem with the current process is there are no efficient ways to track lecturer

attendance, keep attendance records, to notify the availability of the lecturer, to make an

appointment as well as request and approve leave. Due to no efficient way to keep track

and store lecturer attendance, it can lead to data redundancy and lost in the middle of the

process. The methodology that selected for the system development is Iterative Model.

For the data collection, a survey is conducted to get the students feedbacks through

questionnaires and interviews. 'Integrated Time Management System' is developed to

substitute the existing manual process to computerized system.

in
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Manually tracking employee attendance is not just inefficient; it is a highly labor-

intensive process that is error-prone and susceptible to rampant cheating by employees.

For many businesses, automating the collection of employee attendance data which is

when employees begin and end their shifts is still a manualprocess. Even businessesthat

have automated or computerized processes such as scheduling, inventory, purchasing,

general ledger and payroll processing still use manual methods such as time cards or

attendance sheets that are to collect time and attendance data. Most businesses that use

either software ora payroll processing service to produce paychecks for their employees

mistakenly believe they have computerized and automated the process of paying their

employees.

The similar methods are being use by Universiti Teknologi Petronas (UTP) in which

through the observation, is been identified that the entire department is currently using

the conventional paper-base method of attendance records. This is referring to the

lectures attendance records in which lectures clock in and out their attendance manually

in one log book for each building. Thus, make it inconvenient for the head programme

and the students to know the availability of the lecturers either they are in or out of the

office.

In the aim of improving the efficiency and productivity in time and attendance

management of the departments, Integrated Time Management System is being

1



developed. The system has being focusing for the Information and Communication

Technology (ICT), and Business Information System (BIS) departments. The system

would be an ideal solution or alternative that can overcome some of the occurring

problemswhich will be discussedin the problemstatement.

1.2 Problem Statement

1.2.1 Problem Identification

Through various observations conducted, it has being identifiedfew occurringproblems

which are as follows:

• Lectures can modify the time of their attendance although they are coming

late.

• The department struggle with ways to effectively manage and monitor

lecturers' time and attendance and the associated tasks.

• Head Programme were having the difficulty tracking who was coming in

late, leaving earlyandevenwho waspresent at anygiven time.

• Students need to go to the lecturer place in order to set an appointment and

theproblem occurs when the lecturers arenotat theirplace.

1.2.2 Significance ofThe Project

Integrated Time Management System is a system to record staff attendance by having a

database using MySQL. It will record the availability of the staff from time to time in

order to acknowledge the head department and students without going to their place.

Dreamweaver will be use to design the interface of the system and PHP will be use to

integrated each elements from the system to make it function.



1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study

1.3.1 The Relevancy of the Project

After comprehensive understanding of the problem statement, I come up with several

objectives in developing the Integrated Time Management system for ICT and BIS

department. The objectives are as stated as below:

• To improve lecturer attendance system by having an automated system. This

is a PC- Punch Attendance for the lecturer. The system does not require

terminals, badges or time card where the lecturers are able to punch from a pc

with an easy-to-use, customizable virtual time clock.

• The head programme can monitor their lecturer by viewing the system. A

PIN code can be entered for tracking purposes. In this case, a computer can

be used for tracking the comings and goings of the lectures. This can be

available on all computers on a network so lecturer can log in and out on

their own computers.

• Students can know the availability of the lecturer via the system. This may

reducetheir time to go to the lecturerroomjust to check for the lecturer.

• Convenient messaging system for the users to request time off or set up an

appointment.

1.3.2 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame

The study will further enhance the knowledge and research of attendance records

technology and time management. Through continuous enhancement of the technology,

new findings could be developed in order to produce better quality of time management.



The author is confident that relevance of this project will suit ideally with the scope of

study.

Preliminary research has been done during the semester break. The author is initiating

ongoing research on the project topic and is identifying the requirements and system

workflow of the collaboration with the supervisors as well as searching information

through the internet.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

2.1 Defining integrated

Integrated is define as to make into a whole by bringing all parts together where

integrated the new procedures into the work routine. In today's complex business

environment, enterprises are realizing a strong need to integrate the many systems used

to operate business activities. An integration framework composed of application-

specific interfaces to create communication paths among any number of management

applications, allowing them to exchange alerts, notifications, trouble and support

data, all in near-real time [1].

2.2 Defining system

A system is part of the umverse, with a limited extension in space and time. What is

outside the frontier of the system, we call its environment. Stronger or more correlations

exist between one part of the system and another, than between this part of the system

and parts in the environment. A system can also be define as a group of interacting,

interrelated, or interdependent elements that together form a complex whole. All the

parts of a systemare related to the same overallprocess,procedure, or structure, yet they

are all different from one another and often perform completely different functions.



2.3 Brief description of Integrated System

"Integrated systems" refers to complex interactions across hardware and software at

several levels of structure, and to semiconductor, electronics, and computer systems

within the context ofreal-world applications [2]."

This defmition of an Integrated System identifies characteristics arranged in the broad

categories of Data Issues, Application Issues, Presentation Issues, and Operational

Issues. A brief name of the characteristic is given, followed by a paragraph defining the

characteristic. While the degree of integration is likely to vary from product to product,

an ideal integrated system would have all of the characteristics which are: (1) Data

Issues, (2) Application Issues, (3) Presentation Issues and (4) Operational Issues [3].

By definition, an integratedsystem should track all expensesand be able to report at any

time the current, accurate status of any research account to the dollar, without the need

of shadow systems. Research-account status-checking and report-generation should also

be enhanced and made easier [4].

2.4 Brief description about Time and Attendance Management

Time management and goal-setting have said that this is a skill that people absolutely

must learn if they desire to achieve great results. Time management is life management.

It is the core skill around which everything that you do revolves around. It can be said

that the quality of your life will be determined by the quality of your time management.

No other skill will give you a better payoff in terms of rewards, happiness, effectiveness

and the pleasure of knowing that you have the ability to achieve the goals that are

important to you. Time management is a skill like typing or playing the piano and it can

be developed over time. Time management is really the external demonstration of self-

discipline in your life.



Time management is about planning. It is estimated that planning will give a 500%

return on energy, that's 5 times your investment. We have to learn to be good planners.

Aplan is a road map that shows you the quickest route to your destination. [5]

2.4.1 The challenges of Time and Attendance Management

The most common reasons cited for upgrading to time-tracking software are to

eliminate: (1) incidents of employee time theft, (2) the collection and calculations of

time sheets/time cards, and other payroll preprocessing tasks, and (3) human errors in

calculations.

• Employee Time Theft: According to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, time

theft costs American businesses billions of dollars each year, with estimates

ranging between two and five percent ofa company's employee earnings.

• Demands on Time: The APA reports that manual calculation alone of

employee timerequires five minutes of administrative time percard.

• Human Error: Calculation errors can occur at multiple levels and may result

from misreading records, transposing numbers,or incorrectly enteringdigits.

2.4.2 The Capabilities and benefits ofTime and Attendance Management

A comprehensive time-tracking software solution can deliver powerful benefits for a

small business. Automated systems enable more efficient use of time by administrators

and employees that can save thousands of dollars, by (1) reducing time and labor

involved in processing time sheets, (2) increasing time for core clinical matters, (3)

eliminating duplication of data entry, (3) increasing accuracy of data by preventing

human errors during payroll preparation, (4) improving morale, (5) preventing pay

disputes, (6) enforcing work schedules and (6) providing documentation to prove

compliance with wage and hour laws.



2.4.3 Importance of Automated Employee Time and Attendance

The technology behind time and attendance applications varies, but regardless of what

drives them, all outperform the outmoded timeclock and manual time sheet methods by

providing superior accuracy both for capturing employee hours and in the conversion of

hours to wages. Other benefits reported include: overtime reductions, reduced

administrative costs, more efficient scheduling, improved staff accountability,

productivity and morale. [6]

Automated timekeeping begins withdatacollection, thus wide variety of datacollection

are being offers to meet the demands of nearly any workplace. It is a beneficial to

automate the system where the system can completely eliminates the cumbersome

paperwork and time consuming delays associated with processing manual time sheets.

Instead, all timesheets, time off requests, notifications, and approvals are sent

electronically, either through the system or by email.

2.5 Time and Attendance Management System

In today's highly competitive marketplace companies are faced with pressures to

provide products and services with more efficiency and less cost, while continuing to

improve quality. This demands management decisions based upon real-time, updated

information, something a traditional time and attendance system just cannot handle.

Thus, enforce the management revolution with the leading Time and Attendance

System. A system where employees register their attendance from a "virtual" time clock

program on their PC workstation, or a PC dedicated to this purpose. Employees can

punch IN/OUT from their PC, eliminating the need for a hardware time clock. PC Punch

allows punching from a central computer or the employee's own workstation. Reduce

cabling and administration of swipe cards. Employees simply enter their ID and PIN

numbers to punch IN or OUT, or select from a simple menu any of the functions

available on a PC. The attendance information entered is directly linked to the Jupiter

software. With PC Punch, no additional time clock hardware, cabling, or cards are



needed. Employees are able to punch from a PC with an easy-to-use, customizable

virtual time clock program. Programmable features include setting the "function"

buttons to perform level changes, earning/deduction entry, view lastpunch, and review

total hours for the current pay period. The PC Punch software utilizes the employees'

workstation PC as a data collection device or a dedicated PC may be used for employees

to record their hours worked. Eliminates long lines at the time clock and the need for

time clock and badges all together.

Flexible, scalable and powerful programs can be configured for operating as simple as

capturing lecturers in and out punches via their own PC workstation. Thus with PC

Punch, no additional time clock hardware, cabling, or cards are needed. Employees are

able to punch from a PC with an easy-to-use, customizable virtual time clock program.

Programmable features include setting the "function" buttons to perform level changes,

earning/deduction entry, view last punch, and review total hours for the current pay

period. ClocTrak turns your computer screen into a sophisticated employee time

collection, editing and information retrieval system. At last, an electronic time

clock/time sheet application for YOUR work environment. ClocTrakprovides individual

controls on what each employee can view and edit. Employees simply enter their ID

number (and a PIN number for security if desired) to gain access to their personal time

card, schedule and hours information. Time Cards can be generated as punches by

employees are received, or filled with daily scheduled hours or daily scheduled start and

stop times - permitting employees to make any minor edits, if necessary, prior to

submission of their worked hours. Editing controls permit maximum flexibility (e.g., an

employee can be permitted to change a punch time, but not create or delete a punch

time). Clicking the Signed Off button becomes their electronic signature acknowledging

their submitted hours as accurate - supervisors can easily identify which employees have

submitted hours and which have not, eliminating missed time sheets. A second level of

electronic sign off permits supervisors to electronically sign off (approve hours for

payroll) on employees they are responsible for. [7]



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY / PROJECT WORK

3.1 Procedure Identification

Methodology is the steps taken inundergoing the research and project work. As for this

project a system development techniques will be used. This is one ofthe ways to make

the whole project more manageable and easy to understand that there is system

development process that can be followed. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the

development process. By following each step in the process, process of gathering and

organize critical information can be done moreeffectively.

Planning

^
7

Requirement
Analysis

^
'

High-Level
Design

^ , r

Low-Level

Design
Release

T, y

*• r*

Coding Testing

Figure 3.1: Iterative Model
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3.2 Problem Definition

The problem definition step begins when task has been assigned with the topic which is

Integrated Time Management System that going tobeuse by Lecturer, Head Programme

and Student in which have their on specification system functions. The discussion will

be focused on the method used in development of thesystem. Iterative Model consists of

(i) Planning, (ii) Requirement Analysis, (iii) High-Level Design, (iv) Low-Level Design,

(v) Coding, (vi) Testing and (vii) Release. Each of the phases has its own role and usage

on how the author can relate it with the development of system.

3.2.1 Planning

The author conducts planning for the project such as Gantt chart that represented in

APPENDIX A and identify the task for the system development.

3.2.2 Requirement Analysis

This is the most important phase in software development project; it is because if the

requirements are not gathered properly and analyzed clearly, it can effect on the rest of

the project. So in order to get better understanding of the current process, the author

should take more time on this phase to do research on the existing business process.

For the data gathering, the author conducts Questionnaires and Interviews among two

groups of people to get their feedback and comment on the current process and the new

implement system. The groups that involved in the survey are: (1) Student (2) Lecturer

and (3) Head programme. These groups only focusing for those that are from an

Information Communication Technology (ICT) and Business Information Systems (BIS)

programme.

11



3.2.3 Questionnaires

The questionnaires were prepared using simple and direct language to avoid confusion

and ambiguity among the respondents. The author prepared a set ofquestion to be given

to student under ICT andBIS programme to comments regarding to the current system

that being use to get the information and the availability of the lecturer as well as the
head programme. The author also conducted a survey among the lecturer regarding to
their attendance record method that being currently used and their comment about

automate the attendance record system. Furthermore, the question is also being given to

the head program to get their respond about the attendance record system and the

important to monitor their staffs in which that deal with the entire process in order to

get the whole view from the students and lecturer side regarding the manual process.

The questionnaires will beable to identify the most critical problem faced by the manual

process.

3.2.4 Interviews

For this phase, the author conducts interview with the person in charge in attendance

record of the lecturer to have them explain the current process, feedback on each of the

process. The author should pay close attention to the description of the process and its

advantages and drawbacks. The purpose of the interview is to identify the current

business process. This enabled the author to eliminate unnecessary flow in the process

and automate the manual process. From interviewing, the authorcan obtain information

faster and accurately.

3.2.5 High-Level Design

This phase is used to hash out low-level implementation details that relevant to which

planned in thehigh level design. The implementation details should be thorough enough

to avoidanyproblem while constructing the coding later.

12



In this phase, the author use object modeling to make the transition from the low level

design to the coding of the implementation as smooth and easy as possible. The author

uses the requirement analysis document to discover the classes that need to be hashed

out and implemented during this phase.

Use Cases is used, which contain the descriptions of processes and real life cases of

system usage. The scenarios and Use Cases help ensure that the final system meets the

requirements. The Use Cases, scenarios and associated diagram help the author to

identify the classes in the system and how they are to interact and integrate with each

other.

3.2.6 Low-Level Design

After all the requirements have been gathered, analyzed and reviewed, design issues can

be assimilated. Design issues that are brought up at this phase might be where to place

certain business rules in objects whether on client or server, the delivery mechanism

such as web forms, database architecture and so forth.

In this phase, the author design prototype that involves working out an interface. The

purpose of the prototype will be to hash out the details with regard to the visual

representation of the system. It is recommended to do prototype early so that little time

wasted doing a full implementation of something that does not meet the user's

expectations. The design of the storyboard is based on Usability, User Friendliness,

Intuitiveness, Workflow and Consistency.

3.2.7 Coding

Coding phase involves with programming codes. The author should hash out all details

with regard to requirements and design before getting on the codes. In this phase, the

authormust make sure that the coding phase started prematurely, any design issue will

13



affect coding phase and have to rewrite the codes. Selection of what type of

programming language to beused is very important, this is to avoid time wasted.

This phase will involve a greater time spent to construct the working prototype. Firstly

the author will start on creating the database for 'Integrated Time Management System'.

The database will be created using MySQL and integrated with PHP. The author has to

setup Apache as a server to store all the pages and run the PHP codes. The author has to

test thecodes repetitively to ensure that thecoding work effectively and efficiently.

3.2.8 Testing

Testing is crucial to any successful project. The purpose of this approach is to ensure

that each release is as bug-free as possible. For this phase, it is a good idea to have

somebody else test the code. It is because the author will likely to follow the same

pattern with regard to a testing plan unlike someone else that will most likely to do

things differently than the author would. Inthis scenario, UTP students that will undergo

for their training will likelybe the suitable personto test the system.

There are four basic testing:

(i) Unit Testing

• The author should perform thisduring coding to ensure thatportion of

the coding running correctly.

• The author does regularly during the end of the coding phase to

ensure that they are on the right track.

(ii) Integration Testing

• The author will perform this testing after most of the coding is done.

The purpose is to ensure that theprogram integrate withthe restof the

program.

14



(iii) System Testing

• The author will test what has already been tested once.

• This testing encompasses the entire system.

(iv) Acceptance Testing

• The users of the system (UTP students) perform this to ensure that the

end-product meets their requirements and expectations.

3.2.9 Release

In this phase, it provide concrete points for ongoing development so that user can

provide feedback that will help the author to refine the next release until it matches

exactly or comes close matching their expectation. If the author didn't meet the user

requirements and expectations, the author should design back the Use Cases and

associated diagrams in Low-Level Design until meet requirements.

3.3 System Requirement

In developing this project tools are used to ensure it wills successfully complete. It being

identify that there are four (4) elements that are going to be used in developing the

system that are (1) tools for development, (2) server, (3) database and (4) client. The

brief description regarding to the system requirement are state as follows:

3.3.1 Tools for Development

• Personal Home Pages (PHP)

- Server side scripting and programming language that will be

used in conducting the system.

15



• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX

- This web development software will be used to create the user

interface for the system. It has more features compare to other

software such as HTML Kit and FrontPage and easy to

integrate with PHP.

• Macromedia Flash MX

- Software that gives author the power to produce visually

compelling drawings, smooth animations and complete

interactivity.

• Adobe Photoshop CS

- Graphic editor for imageand graphicprocessing.

- To make the header interesting and interactive.

3.2.1 Server

• Apache Server

The server that will be used in order to make the system

online.

Apache is the web server component of the popular web server

application called LAMP(Linux,Apache, MySQLand PHP).

3.2.2 Database

MySQL

- MySQL is popular for web applications like MediaWiki and

PHP-Nuke and acts as the database component of the LAMP

and WAMP platforms.

(Linux/Windows-Apache-MySQL-PHP).

- Its popularity as a web application is closely tied to the

16



popularity of PHP, which is often combined withMySQL

3.2.3 Client (minimum requirements)

• Pentium - class processor

• Microsoft Window 98 Second Edition, Windows Millennium Edition,

Windows2000, Windows XP Professional or Home Edition.

• 64MB of RAM.

• 30MB ofavailable hard-disk space

• Web browser support.

- Internet Explorer

- Opera Browser

- Avant Browser

17



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will conclude all the findings and research that has been done within the
time frame given from the starting of the project. Most of the findings were gathered
through the reference books that related to attendance record and online system and also
Internet. These two types offindings have given a great input and information for the
implementation of theproject.

4.2 Requirement Analysis

Based on the responses that I have gathered through questionnaires and interviews, an
analysis had been done in order to know what the overview results from both of the
discussion are. The questionnaires have been distributed to a group of lecturer and
student that are under BIS and ICT programme, the respondent group consists of10
people for each group. The sample ofQuestionnaires is represented in APPENDIX B
for lecturer and APPENDIX C for student. While in Interview section, the author
manages to interview one staffthat on duty on that day to help with the things that needs
to knows about the application process for internship placement. The sample of
Interview Questions is represented in APPENDIX D.

18



4.2.1 Result - Questionnaires for Lecturers

From the pie chart below, 60% of the respondent preferred to punch their attendance

through online application compared to the current manual process. Most of the reason

stated bythe responded stated that people nowadays preferred doing things online rather

than manually. While the other 40% respondents preferred to register manually stated

thereason thatthey like to deal directly to themanual process rather than had to interact

through the system. Apart from that, the internet connection in UTP also the main issue

why theypreferred to do manually compared to online.

40% ^^^^H \
q Online Sysytem

• Manually

^
60%

Figure 4.1, Pie Chart: Lecturers Feedback on their Preferences to Punch Attendance

For the next question, the respondents were asked to rank their satisfaction for the

current manual process. 20% answered slightly dissatisfied. 50% answered dissatisfied

and the other 30% answered satisfied. From the analysis, mostly the respondents

answered dissatisfied because the manual process had a certain problems such as late

reply to update the leave request approvalfrom the head programme.
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A
T-3-

^2. DSlightly Dissatisfied

a Dissatisfied

B Satisfied

Figure 4.2. Bar Chart: Lecturers Ranking of Satisfaction on the Current Manual Process

Majority of the respondents think that the current process should be automated because

it is easy and more organize compared to manually done. Through online system, the

respondents canjust access the webthrough their rooms.

Figure 43. Pie Chart: Lecturers Feedbacks on the Automation of the Current Process
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The respondents were asked to rank their satisfaction toward the other lecturers that

deals with the current time management method. Half of the respondents ticked

2(middle). From the analysis shows that the respondents neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

with the lecturer.

10%

50%

40%
• Helpful

• Nuetral

D Frustrating

Figure 4.4. Bar Chart: Lecturers Satisfaction toward other Lecturer

Last question asked the respondents to rate the difficulty in getting their task done

during the process. The task divided into class schedule, on leave, outstation, deals with
students, confirm appointment and others. Majority of the respondents ranked 'class
schedule' as the highest difficulty to get their task done during the process; while the

lowest ranking is 'deals with students'. Analysis for the highest rank showed that it is

very hard to know reason for the other lecturer not coming to work. They are not sure

that the lecturer is on leavefor holiday or are outstation for educational purposes. As for

the lowest rank, analysis showed that it is easy and fast to deal with students as when the

students can only come to their office.
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25%

30%

m Class Schedule

• On Leave

• Outstation

• Deals with Students

• Confirm Appointment

m Others

Figure 4.5. Pie Chart: Rate ofDifficulty inGetting the Lecturer Particular Availability

4.2.2 Result - Questionnaires for Students

From the pie chart below, 80% of the respondents are agreed to have an online

application compared to the current manual process to know lecturer availability. Most
of the reasons stated by the respondents are because online systems give them
opportunities to know their lecturer availability from their room in which can save their

time. Besides, they can set an appointment with their lecturer easily. While the other
20% respondents preferred to register manually stated the reason that they like to deal
directly to the manual process rather than had to interact through the system. Apart from
that, the internet connection in UTP also the main issue why they preferred to do
manually compared to online.
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• Agree

• NotAgree

Figure 4.6, Pie Chart: Students Feedback of their Acceptance to have an Online Sr»,
em

For the next question, the respondents were asked to rank their satisfaction for the
current manual process. 20% answered slightly dissatisfied. 70% answered dissatisfied

and the other 10% answered satisfied. From the analysis, mostly the respondents
answered dissatisfied because the manual process had a certain problems such as late
reply to update the leave request approval from the head programme.
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• Slightly Dissatisfied

D Dissatisfied

e Satisfied

Figure 4.7. Bar Chart: Students Ranking ofSatisfaction on the Current Manual Process

Majority of the respondents think that the current process should be automated because

it is easy and more organize compared to manually done. Through online system, the

respondents can just access theweb through their rooms.

Figure 4.8, Pie Chart: Students Feedbacks on the Automation of the Current Process
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4.2.3 Discussion - Interviews

I have gained a lot of information from the interview session with administration

assistance at the ICTdepartment. The staffreallygivesfull cooperation in helping me to

get the necessary information needed. The staff agreed if online system is implemented

to substitute the current manual process. It can really help the staff to reduce time and

cost. Through online system, givethe easiness for the lecturer to punch their attendance

through their own workstation.

The staff also stated that the entire department is currently using the conventional paper-

base method of attendance records. This is referringto the lectures attendance records in

which lectures clock in and out their attendance manually in one log book for each

building. Thus, make it inconvenient for the head programme and the students to know

the availability of the lecturers either they are in or out of the office.

By implementing the system, it can ease their works and save time. Besides, it can

reduce the space to place the paper-based lecturer attendance records and to avoid from

the data being loss and misplace. In the future, this system can be enhanced or added up

more features so that it could fulfill the needs of the lecturers and students as well.
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4.3 System Modeling for High Level Design

4.3.1 Use Case Diagram

Melted Time Maua*emeitf System

'"-w.
•*" .>

y

y Ji

/ f£>-" (
/ \

Ledum

VX"""•--
\\ \ "-•
V\ X

\ ^

\ \

X

c

\

\

\

Punchin Attendance

Request Leave

Chan^ Punch Status

View/EditTimetable

View/Edit Work Srtedufe

View Timecaid Report

View Leave Request Report

View Leave Balance

SeiuUReply/View Message

Figure 4.9: Use CaseDiagram for Integrated Time Management System (Lecturer!
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—-—— _ ————"

"••--.. "*(^" Approve Timeeard J)

*

"C." SenaVReply/VJew Messags '"}

Figure 4.10: Use Case Diagram for Integrated Time Management System

(Head Programme)

Mesa ated Tune Management System

1 Cf View Lecturer list '"}

>;" CheckLecturerAvailability "";•
"'-"-•——__> —""•"""

*C View Lecturer OfficeLocation ">

/
"<_'" Seiul/Renly/View Message ~"y

Sflldenr

Figure 4.11: Use Case Diagram for Integrated Time Management System (Student)

4.3.1.1 Use Case Analysis

Use Case defines basic business process the system needs to handle. The actors

represent the function of a system, which the system must support from the user's point

of view. Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 illustrates the Use Case Diagram for

'Integrated Time Management System'. The actors that involve in the process are
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lecturer, Head Programme and Student which consists of 18 use cases involved in the
entire system.

Lecturer:

1. Punch in Attendance

- Lecturer can easily punch in their attendance at their own workplace
when they reach to their office via the system using their own ID.

2. Request Leave

- Lecturer can request leave to their head programme through the
system and can get the request status orapproval faster.

3. Change Punch Status

- Lecturer can change their punch status regarding to their availability
either in the office or out from office.

4. View Timetable

- Provide the function where lecturers are available to check their
attendance time when ever needed.

5. View and Edit Work Schedule

- Easyto viewandmodify theirwork schedule.

6. ViewTimeeard Report

- Lecturer is available to view their timeeard at any time they wish to
view.

7. View Leave Request Report

- Lecturer can view their leave request report where to give information
on their leave particular.

8. View Leave Balance

- Lecturer is able to viewtheirleave balance so that it canmake the

Information provided to manage and plan for their holiday and other
particular regarding tothe time management.

9. Send, Reply and View Message

- Availability to sent, reply and view email via the system where not
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require additional email address.

- Easy for the student to set an appointment with the other lecturer,

head

programme and the student.

Head Programme:

10. View Lecturer Availability

- HeadProgramme can be able to viewthe lecturer availability by login

the system using their ID and password.

11. View Lecturer Leave Balance

- Provided the head programme with the lecturer's leave balance

information so that the head programme will know the available

balance for the lecturer as the reference either to approve or reject the

leave request.

12. Approve or Reject Request Leave

- Able to approve or reject request leave that being requested by the

lecturer through the system.

13. Approve Timeeard

- Headprogramme will be ableto approve the lecturer time cardvia the

system.

14. Send, Reply and View Message

- Availability to sent, reply and view email via the system where not

require additional email address.

- Easy for the student to set an appointment with the lecturer and the

student.
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Student:

15. View Lecturer List

- Student is available to view lecturer list which stated the entire
lecturer name that are under BIS and ICT Programme. Thus, easy for
the student to know the real name of their lecturer regarding to their
respective course teach.

16. Check Lecturer Availability

- By providing the functionality ofthe lecturer availability, student can
know either their lecturer is in their workplace or not without they
have to go to the lecturer office. Thus, reduce time in knowing
lecturer availability.

17. View Lecturer Office Location

- The student can know the actual location of their lecturer so that they
are no more confuse their lecturer location is either at building one or
at building 2.

18. Send, Reply andView Message

- Availability to sent, reply and view email via the system where not
require additional email address.

- Easy for thestudent to setanappointment with their lecturer.

4.4 System Development for Low Level Design

'Integrated Time Management System' consists of a numbers of pages. The system is
divided into three parts which are (1) Lecturer Page, (2) Head Programme Page and (3)
Student Page. In the Lecturer Page, it consists of Main Page, Punches Status Page,
Change Password Page, Request Leave Page, ITMS Message Page, Instruction for
Request leave Page, Existing Leave Request Page, Leave Request Balance Page, Verify
Timeeard Page, Timeeard Report Page and Messaging Page.
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4.4.1 Storyboard

Storyboard is divided into three parts (1) Lecturer, (2) Head Programme and (3) Student
Both ofthe design is based on: - (Storyboard is represented in APPENDIX E.)

• Usability

- The key functional in the system should be easily accessible and
obvious.

- Ifthe user had problem to understand the system, there is ahelp menu
tohelp toassist them through out the system.

• User friendliness

- This system is design to make the user's job easy, quickly and
efficiently.

- The button, linking and menu are understandable and easy to
navigate.

• Intuitiveness

- I have eliminated certain manual steps and combine task into one
simplified process.

• Workflow

- Implement logical workflow process that is easy to go from one step
to the next.

- Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13 and 4.14 illustrate the flow for Lecturer,
Head Programme and Student. The entire of the flow chart showed
the functionality of the system,

• Consistency

- Keep forms, menus and other interface elements consistent
throughout the entiresystem.

- The design of the template for every page is the same. It will not

confuse the user as the background is standardized to all pages. It is
consistent through out the pages and the arrangement is according to
HCI concept.
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4.4.1 Prototyping

In prototyping, the author has designed simple and attractive pages. All pages have the
same template, appearance, font, colors and other properties. The use ofCascading Style
Sheet, CSS in all the pages can save time because the appearance, colors and font can
easily be changed in the future, instead ofchanges on every page.

To see the result ofprototyping, please refer to APPENDIX F. These snapshots provide
the interface design that involve in the workflow process between the lecturer, head
programme as well as the student.

4.5 Testing

This phase is to test the performance of the system, whether it meets the requirement or
not. The test will be based on certain criteria. Ifthere is aproblem during the test, I had
to study back the use case diagram and altered the part that create problem.

4.5.1 Acceptance Testing

This is the final stage in the testing process before the system is accepted for operational
use. In this phase, its reveal errors and omissions in the system requirements definition

because the real data exercise the system in different ways from the test data. The testing
Acceptance Testing between lecturer, head programme and the student are important to
gather the feedback from the interface that had been developed. The Accepting Testing
is based on the user interface, effectiveness and efficiency, user friendly or navigation
and functionality ofeach ofthe task.

4.6 Security Issues

One ofthe important issues that needs to be considered when developing a system. The
three Security Issues that the user discussed are stated below.
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4.6.1 User Authentication

In order to log in to the system, the user has to key in their ID and Password. Ifthe
enters the wrong combination of ID and Password, prompt messages will indicate them
to re-enter their ID and Password. Only authorized user can log in to this system.

4.6.2 Authorization

The system is divided into three parts (1) Lecturer (2) Student and (3) Administrator.
Different user can only view their own page and they cannot view the other user pages.

4.6.3 Data Security and Integrity

I has designed all the field contain error checking. This is to make sure that important
field is not left out.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Relevancy to the Objectives

It is concluded that this study will further enhance the knowledge in order to produced
efficient system in term of their performance. Through continuous enhancement of this
technology, new findings could be developed in order to produce better quality of the
department in order to increase its productivity and efficiency especially in the specific
area of study.

integrated Time Management System' is specially developed to ease the
communication between lecturer, head programme and student of BIS and ICT
programme. It is hope that by using this system, it will help to automate the task in
enhancing the performance ofjob process by providing paperless environment. The
functions consist in the system are easy to navigate and user friendly, it will make the
users job easier.

Successful development of the system will eliminate the current manual process
whereby head programme can directly monitor their staffs' attendance status.
Furthermore, this system can improve the efficiency and effectiveness to handle the
communication process among the users within the system. Through this system, it is
easy to track the lecturer's attendance and their status. Apart from that, lecturers can
request leave without having to do it manually. With the new system, hopefully it can
reduce the cost and time as most ofthe processes now are automated.
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5.2 Suggested Future Work for Expansion and Continuation

There are several suggestion and recommendations that can be done to this project and
the prototype, so that it can be expended in the future to produce more reliable and
practical system.

i) In the future, ihe author should consider the high performance database with high
capabilities to support the processing of lecturers and information. Because of
the increasing ofstudent from time to time, it is recommended to use Oracle that
can support larger capacityof database.

ii) There should be one mechanism to ensure that the through this system,
Application form can be send directly to the host company for approval instead
of sendingmail or letter.

iii) To integrate this system in the E- Learning Web Page. It is to avoid overhead
cost maintaining the system.

iv) It is recommended that this system can access through Online and LAN as well.
It is to ease the student if the internet in UTP is down.
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Questionnaire - Lecturer
University Technology Petronas

(This questionnaire will act as an evaluation form on the websites that will be tested as

part of the fulfillment on UTP Final Year Project. Your cooperation is highly appreciated.

Thank You.)

1. Do you prefer punch your attendance through: (Please tick either one and state why)

a) Integrated Time Management System

b) Manually

Reason:

2. How would you rate your satisfaction on the current manual method?

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied Neither

Satisfied nor

Dissatisfied

Satisfied Strongly
Satisfied

3. Do you think that the current process should be automated to fully online system?

(Please tick either one and state why)

a) Yes

b) No

Reason:

Page 1 of2



Questionnaire ~ Lecturer
University Technology Petronas

4. Please tick your satisfaction toward other lecturer that deals with the current time
management method.

Helpfiil Frustrating

1 2 3

5. Please rate yourdifficulty (1-5) in getting the lecturer particular availability.

a) Class Schedule

b) On Leave „

c) Outstation

d) Deal with student

e) Confirm appointment

f) Other(s) ^

Page 2 of2
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Questionnaire - Student
University Technology Petronas

(This questionnaire will act as an evaluation form on the websites that will be tested as

part of the fulfillment on UTPFinalYearProject. Yourcooperation is highly appreciated.

Thank You.)

1. Do you agree to have an online system to check lecturer availability? (Please tick

either one and state why)

a) Agree

b) Not Agree

Reason:

2. Howwould you rate yoursatisfaction on the current manual method?

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied Neither

Satisfied nor

Dissatisfied

Satisfied Strongly
Satisfied

3. Do you think that the current process should be automated to fully online system?

(Pleasetick either one and state why)

a) Yes

b) No

Reason:

Page 1 of 1
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Interview - Staff
University Technology Petronas

(This questionnaire will act as an evaluation form on the websites that will be tested as

part of the fulfillment on UTP Final Year Project. Your cooperation is highly appreciated.

Thank You.)

1. How could Integrated Time Management System help lecturer in their work?

2. What will make the difference if the proposed Online System is implemented

compared to manual process?

3. Please comment on how to improve the current process through the proposed

Online System.

Reason:

Page 1 of 1
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Q. or. Azwaan B. Abdullah
9. Dl\ Oayang Rohara Bt Awang Bambl

ID. Dr. Wan Fatimah Bt Wan Ahmad
ii. Eliza Mumai Bt Mazlan . ,
12. Eitiy elyanee Bt wustapha
13. Faisal B. Ahmad Fadhil
14. Foong bi wean ... .
15. Helmi B rflohd"kais
16. Ilzetdlri B Adbul AziJ
17. Jale B. Ahmad
18. Justin Dinash Devaraj partial
19. Khairul Shafee B Khalid

"20". Low Tang Jung . ...
21. Mazlina BC Mohat
'22. Mazyayanti Bt Mohd Artffin
23. Mohd Hilmi B Hassan

24. Mohd NoorB.Ibrahim
Z5. Mohd Nordin B ZakariB . . .
25. Naiieeni Samiha Bt Haron
27. Korean Ina Bt Arshad

Lecturer Main Page: StaffDetails List

ianagement System

1 Abdullah sani
2 Ahmad Izuddin
3 Allza Bt Sarlan
4 Anang Hudaya B Muhd Amin
5 Assoc. Prof. Or. Abas B Md Saic
6 Azfulredza B. Abdul Aziz
7 Dr. Ahmad Kaniil B. Mehmood
B Dr. Aiween B. Abdullah
3'dr.DavanH ftoheya Bt Awang *

i"0 Or. Wan Fatin-iah Bt Wan Ahma
11 Eliza Mazmae Bt Mazlan
12 Emy Elyanen Bt Mustepha
13 Faizal B. Ahmad Fadhil
14 Foong Qi Maan
15 Halmi E Mohd Rels

.16 lizatdin B Adbul Aziz
17 Jala B. Ahmad ' ...
18 Justin Dinesh Deyaraj Daniel
19 Khairut Shafeo B Khalid
20 Low Tang Jung
ZX Mazlina Bt Mehat
22 Mazyeyanti Bt Mohd ArTffin
23 Mohd Hilmi B Hassan
24 Mohd Noor B. Ibrahim

26 Mohd hlOfdin B 2akaria
26 Nazleenf Samiha Bt Haron
27 Noraon Uia Bt Arshad

lEE-DEff



Lecturer Main Page: Building Plan List

• Jar. 19, 3QQ6
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management System

Istatus
gff«M««MI«ieS««M«>tlMM««t»»»lllW««^lMffiGI!HI

1 Abdullah Sani B Abd Rahman Room
2 Advance Programming Laboratory 1
3 Advance Programming Laboratory 2
4 Advance programming Laboratory 3
5 Advance Programming Laboratory 4
S Advanca Programming Laboratory 5
7 Ahmad Izuddin B ZainaI Abidin Room

"B Ainol Rahman Shazi Bt Shaarani Room
9 Allza Bt Sarlan Boom

io Anang Hudaya » Mulid Amin Room
11 Application Laboratory 1 (Toadiing)
12 Application Laboratory 2 (Teaching)
19 Application Laboratory 3 (Teaching)
14 Application Laboratory 4 (Learning)
15 Application Laboratory 5 (Learning)
16 Application Lab oratory 6 (Learning)
17 Assoc. Prof. Dr. Abas B Md Said Room
10 Audio Recording Room 2
19 Audio Recording Rooml
20 Data Communication Laboratory
21 Discussion Room

22 Discussion Room

23 Discussion Room

24 Dr. Ahmad Kamil B Mahmood Room
25 Dr. Azween B Adbullah Room
26 Dr. Beharum B. Beharudin Room
27 Dr. Dayang ftohoya BtAwang Rambli Room

Lecturer Main Page: PersonalProfile

Ion, Jun 1.9, 2006 3il3:52PW

»Ky Efiiidinri

' profile

»"ti/ Lesvf

»^Sy Messiin-r.

HHp

Lr-ijtlll*

Info;

anagement System
Welcome, Mnhit Noor B. Ibrahim
Status I Lab Session

lylnfo

ID No tOOl
lame Mohd Noor B. Ibrahim
Subject Intro to Problem Solving &Programming
Department ICT
telephone No 05 - 368 7507
Location (Room) 01.03.011

[ V'ie« Tirrti-tahia ]
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Lecturer Main Page: Change Password

Ijt -_>; ..::-,, :: - .-anagement System
jgn, Jurs 19,2'006.3!W;« PH

»!*fy SuiisJmi

»!»»*• Profile

»Mv" Schedule

»He!(.

»1.1}(1,0tit

Info:

(felcurne, Mohd NoorB. Ibrahim
Status: Lab Session

pppsi
Password tSSOMHHI

Jaw Password aflOHHRHI
Retype New Password QBaVBHILl

•UiUl

Lecturer Main Page: Punches

ilon, Junl3, 2006.3:15:01 PM

»Hy 8>jildii(Q

»Ny pi-a.fiie

•Ny Schedule

»?fy Leavc-

»Ky Jieiseys?

»fthQut ITM5

»Hl-tp

info:

management System
Welcome, Mohd Noor B. Ibrahim
Status '.Lab Session



Lecturer Main Page: Schedule

Mori. Junllfl, 2006 3;17;ZS PM

»My SctistAile

»My Message

»Heip

•Logoff

info:

management System
Welcome, Mohd Noor B. Ibrahim
Status ; Laa Session

2006-06-01

2006-06-15

2006-06-19

2006-06-01 Internet Programming. - final
Examination

2006-06-16 DepartmentMeeting 3pm
200S-06:20 f?p presentation

.[ Md Schedule ]

Lecturer Main Page: Personal Timesheet

A—^- ,1- :-'7 .J' -> • "--•
fan.Junl?; 2Pl>6'3.1S:i.PZ'PM
,.-ly IsitsiiiiciE]

•«y Pi-bOIb

r management System



Lecturer Main Page: Time Table

.•JmWJ,*- aoOfe '.3:20xg3 PW

••-ly Profilr-

.-*]y ^(hflif'i-

(AJblliii (TJ'SS.

•Mefp

08:00
OB!30 a

09:00 O

09:30 a
10100

XQ|30 ani
11:00

11:30 am

1Z;00 pm
12:30 pm
0i;OO pm
01:30 pm

02:00 pm
•2130 pm
03: no pm

03:30 pm

04:00 pm
O4:30 pm
05:00 pm

05;30 pm
03:00 pm
•6:30 pm
07:00 pm
07:30 pm
08:00 pm
•6:30 pm
09:00 pm

anagement System

Lecturer Main Page: Leave Status

nOn,Jun 19, .2W6.3iZA:^5.PW":

»;vSy Profs fe

»!4y Leave

' MejfMgif

»M<otS I"H'iS

>Lugciil

tnfo:

Management System
nfelcome, Mohd NoorB.Ibrahim

us : Lab Session

m 33 •••"-•fteas'flnV

l.lHospitalised Leave bakit
^^(.•"^FfeimHgjI '̂ • if̂ :.^l::^Satii*^

153un2006T 16 Jun 2006 I Approved



Lecturer Main Page: Apply Leave
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Lecturer Main Page : Send Message

•j' -->

ton, Juri-19;'g6P6 3i21:51 PH

»MyBuf!(fing

>Ny SVsfile

»hy SdiaiiuSe

»!>ly

»hy

»Shosrt HWs

anagernent System



Lecturer Main Page: About ITMS

Han.Jun X9t2006 3^22:3< 1
ll.jildnio

cinagement System

Integrated Time Management System

fTME is an automated lime and attendance tracking solution for managing the
lecturer information needs. It aotGnt^bc^l^ consolidates .and processes the

cation directly ta other tevet of users which is students and programm

entire aspect of
information for
head.

ITMS offer* a great selection for the off.ee environment, by providing the PC Punch method for
Tracking on attendance tor the enbre department. PC Punch utilizes lecturer existing computers
to collect their time data. Individual workstations can be used by lecturer to punch in or out or
ttieeV previous punches.

fYr*3 arc focus on menaenng lecturer attendance for Information Communication Technoloay
JJCTi and Business Information System (&IS) programme. The objectives are as stated as

To improve lecturer attendance syst&m by having an automated system This ,s a PC-
Punch Attendance. The system does not require terminals, badges or time card ^here the
lecturers oro able to punch from a pc wrth on easy-to-use, customizable virtual timff clock.

The head programme can monitor their lecturer by viewing the system. In this case a
computer can be use<J for tracking the comings and goings of the lectures.

ystem. This may reduce

Lecturer Main Page: Help

management System
welcome, Mohd Noor e. Ibrahim
ataHJS : Lab Se«lan

mmmsmmmmm
!nte<giat«<i Time Mniiafleisitnl Systeu

Jnlsgrated Time Management System is an aulomaied system ta minimize the paper - based
attendance records tor the ICT and BIS department. This system is purposely to make the
attendance tracking process easier for the lecturer and management of department

LECTURER

.:t_e LCD'"--

•

The n&* studenls required .
uwmamB and passwofd a
programme. The usi
register by using the i

DSftiuame and password in Older lo access to this system. The
& yiwBn by the system administration provided by tCT and BIS
and password i& umque By this, only one sludenl can only

ne and password.

-:Pn Che

The system provides (he iectuiex an easy way to punch in and out iheir attendance by clicking
The prodded burton vja Ihe system. Besides, lecturer are able to sel&ct other button lo
presenling their slatus avaiafei.rty eilher busy or available a1 The parliratar of time

.:R?qii«&it(

Lecturer are able to reque-st leave lo Iheir head programme and waiting for the approval vis
cvgtpm R" ^^^mn-nn Efr^ &*„*** la:nHi Imlimn i.^ct *t*» nmuirio.1 yjirb lhg> la^v ft>rm that

8



Login: Student Page

Hvacjemejrjf System

L_U

-y. .-< . ™*^$^<MW,s«*Sj* .
n>

mtwj&t&SK- m t**S aipwm«$ *wiw^;

Student Main Page: StaffAvailability
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Student Main Page: StaffDetails List

jnagement System
Jhh~, Jm- It, agflB- £ 2*tH1 i

Student Main Page: View StaffDetail

* . :;• • ..„<- •> •• •'

torn. Am i^MiM.-aejteS?^.^''

management System

&?s*ki . Available

iJepjirteiirBl ?,:,-.
T*t#plH>fltt ^o • OS-H? ">*•'.'?
il.iirntinnlRoinnO r>i :U<;.w
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Student Main Page: Lecturer Time Table

»*"[-y I
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BfjiSrims

J* tTNS

info;
IP at prulsb 2aramming

Student Main Page: Building Plan List

ion. 3unn. ioos

ianagement System

an
1 Abdullah 5an|B Abd Rahman Room
2_ Advance Programming Laboratory 1

Prog ram mini! Laboratory 2
Programming Laboratory 3
Programming Loboratory a
Programming Laboratory 5

3 .Advanc

4 fldvanc

5 Advone

S Advanc

7 ohmad Izuddin B Zainal Abidin ro
B Ainol Hafimah Shaii Bt Shaarani Room
9 Alias "Btsorion Room

10 Anang Hudaya 8 Muhd Amin Room
11 ApoJication Laboratory 1 (Teaching)"
12 Application Laboratory 2 CTBaching) "
13 Application Laboratory 3 CToaching)
14 Application Laboratory 4 (Learning)
15 application Laboratory s (Learning)
16 Application Laboratory 6 (Learning)
17 A55PC. Prof. Dr. Aba; B Md Said Room
*S Audio Racer-ding Room 2
19 Audio Recording Roomi
20 Data Communication Laboratory
21 Discussion Hoom . ... -
22 Djfcushion Room
23 Discussion Room

24 Or. Ahmad Kami! B Mahmood Room
25 Dr. Azwean B Adbullah Room
26 Dr. Banarum B. Baharudin Room
27 Dr. Dayang Rohaya Be Anang Rambli Ro

E£C^9 10335
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Student Main Page: Room Details (laboratory)

'•" ..." r_ .. ,,_. ". •_ • ' anagement System
flon,-Juri,i3.'2QQ63=25r.2S;RM ";

*ri¥ Building #91 corns, shahida
Status i Available
•loofnDetailj^^^

*H *•-*!:

»Lorj£i<3t.

[nfn:

.oration

ftulldlitg
Level No
faon No
1o«b Name

naam Type
0oom Occupant

•t2.ao.D4
BI 5-0.1
a

4
Application Laboratory 1 (Teaching)
Laboratory

Student Main Page: Room Details (lecturer room)

Hon. Juo IS, 2006 3iZ5i4fiPM'

*viy Uuiiihng

Management System
Welcome| Shahida
status : Available
lawn

Location

luFMins
.owel No
loom No
loam Name

Imki Type
loam Occupant

Shakirah Bt Mohd T-aib Room
Lecturer Room
Shakirah Bt Mohd Taib

1:



Student Main Page: Send Message
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Student Main Page: About ITMS

t; Jun 3.9, JpDfe 3=26:1? PM •
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Integrated Time Management System

™s '* a" ""tomawd time and attendance tracking loludon formanaoina the entire nsn*r+ „f

£3HZ££WZZ£Z- '"d""d"3' ««•—««« ™» »-™- by ,e«.™ h, punch^n orT^or
ITfIS are f
(!CT1 and I
below:

To improve feet
Punch Attendance. The system do

'ufcrs are able to punch fro

Tendance for Information Commrjnrcation Technology
i (BIS) programme. The objectives are as stated as

acendance system by having an automated system. This is ;
not require terminals, badges or time card where
'rth an easy-to-use, customliable virtual time clock

the system. Thi;
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*q*Y;Juri-j.SviZoft^aTgfiiari i

Student Main Page: Help

vanagemenf Systerr,

attendant „«kmg proce,* ea3ier tor In.to™, and management of dep^mX,,

LECTURER

-:%.! i Loijln:.

The new siudents required a usemama and password inorder to aCc«ss to thissystem TbP
™™ "«• P^werd are anBn by the sys.em adfninialralis3n pfuldld by TcT and SS
pmgramme. The w»nme and password is unique. By this only onTsiudem can nnlvregisterby usmgthe usemame and password. y siurJenl can only

The .system provides the lecturer j
the prowded button «a the sysl J.„,
presenting their status avaiabiiity either busy i

.:P« ch«

.:Ret|tiest Le

able to. select other Sutton to
r ararfabfe at the particalar of hma.

T"Z' r? ?™V"n '*!!"!:» ^^J°, *^r, h^d •'"•a™™™ a"d wiling far the approval ™the

Login: AdminPage

^:s^i^#^^
ĵpw^ nva^ci^,;. •
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Admin Main Page

3nog«nh?nrSv5fefn

Admin Main Page: User Management

SSjSia^jS^^L^n^^- j£:&?^ffife**1 •
ancKj«?fn*?nr System

^WJWMIETWWJi
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AdminMain Page: Add New Lecturer

inogcfncnf System

Admin Main Page: Edit New Lecturer

ft"* ••jwfr..i.* ,^M b f^t
incKjemenr Sysrem

*^ll ^«t*i***. Dl**Win•»*,»,. ••
' -^-n—

**titT-ll

t*l**^tl«F*-#' •»•
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Admin Main Page: Building Management

»• 2t&* i.af-.'ia **a

jnogement System

r-Trrnrrr:

HEM
l,IM3£iteEBi

Admin Main Page: Add New Room

snagtem^ni" System
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Admin Main Page: Edit Room

jnuvjcffT^crnr System
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Admin Main Page: Leave Management
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